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Introduction from CEO
“With our commitment to grow
sustainably we are maintaining
our focus on our social and
environmental impacts”

Welcome to our 2012/13 CR Report which
provides details of the performance and the
progress we have made within our Good
Together CR programme.
Good Together underpins our business model,
which focuses on the three key stakeholder
areas of Winning Teams, Customer Heartbeat
and Profitable Growth.
Highlights for us this year include:
Winning Teams Our experience and successful
track record in skills training helped us
achieve Government funding to support
further investment in this area. In 2012 we
supported 400 team members through our
Apprenticeships programme and created
3,000 brand new jobs. We launched our
charity partnership with Great Ormond Street
Hospital in May 2012 and have already raised
over £1 million. We opened our 31st school,
funded by the Costa Foundation providing
17,553 children access to education in remote
coffee growing communities around the world.
Customer Heartbeat We know our customers
care about environmental, social and health
issues and we want to be recognised as a
company that provides customers with trusted
products and offers informed choices. Costa
already serves 100% ‘Rainforest Alliance
CertifiedTM’ Costa coffee globally and sources

Winning Teams

Customer
Heartbeat

Profitable Growth
A force for good
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all its pork, beef and poultry from British
Farms. We have significantly increased
our visibility in the supply chain including
testing and traceability of processed meats.
Nutritional information is available on all our
brand websites.
Profitable Growth Through our growth
programme we have opened 29 new hotels,
10 new restaurants and 324 new coffee shops
this year. With our commitment to grow
sustainably, we are maintaining our focus on
our environmental impacts. In our hotels and
restaurants business we are now diverting 93%
of waste away from landfill and have delivered
a year on year absolute reduction in water
use. In addition, our continued investment
and innovation in energy reduction means
we are operating our sites across the Group
more efficiently and have reduced our carbon
emissions by 22.34% from our 2009 carbon
footprint baseline (relative to sales).
Whitbread is committed to being a force for
good in the communities in which we operate.
We are making significant progress with our
Good Together programme and very much
welcome any comments or thoughts so we
can be even better together.
Andy Harrison
Andy Harrison
Chief Executive
Whitbread PLC

Organisational Profile
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Whitbread Group constitutes some of the UK’s most successful hospitality brands,
including Premier Inn and Costa, operating worldwide. A synopsis of the business
and scale is set out below.
Whitbread PLC
Revenue by business
Hotels & Restaurants
Up 9.7%

Costa
Up 24.1%

Our continuing focus on improving customer
propositions, investing in our estate and
winning market share drove total sales up 14.2%

Hotels & Restaurants

Costa

Revenue

Revenue

2012/13 £1,360.1m

2012/13 £672.4m

2011/12 £1,239.3m

2011/12 £541.9m

Growth

Hotels and Restaurants

Costa

4,242 net new rooms
10 new restaurants

324 net new stores

Premier Inn

Restaurants

Rooms

Our strategy is to grow our leading brands
with a clear focus on returns to deliver
substantial shareholder value.

Costa
Stores

2012/13 52,967

2012/13 397

2012/13 2,527

2011/12 48,725

2011/12 387

2011/12 2,203

Corporate Responsibility Report

This report provides a comprehensive
account of our CR strategy, Good Together,
the business programmes in place, and
performance against key performance
indicators.
The scope of the report incorporates
Whitbread PLC activities during the financial
year 2012/13. The programmes and activities
comprise all our hotels, restaurants and Costa
coffee shops in the UK. The data relates only
to our UK operations which we directly control,
and excludes franchise sites and suppliers,
unless otherwise stated. Within this report,
we also summarise the activities of the Costa
Foundation.

We are utilising the Global Reporting Initiative
as a guiding framework for this report.
As part of the assurance of this report, we
have asked Corporate Citizenship to assure
our reported data is robust and to ISAE 3000
standard, recognise our progress and highlight
priorities for the coming years, and to support
our participation in external standards, such
as the Carbon Disclosure Project and Carbon
Trust Standard.
If you have any questions about this report or
would like to feedback on its contents, please
write to goodtogether@whitbread.com

Our Good Together strategy is operational
across our entire group. Whitbread Hotels and
Restaurants, and Costa. Nevertheless, some
elements of the business may be more mature
in their corporate responsibility activity than
others, which is reflected in this report.

Winning Teams

Customer
Heartbeat

Profitable Growth
A force for good
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Corporate Responsibility Strategy
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good together
The foundation of our Good Together strategy
sits within the business ethos of Whitbread
and the way we do business, ensuring the
long term sustainability of the Company,
whilst being a force for good in society.

The three focus areas were drawn out through
analysis of social and environmental risks both
present and future for the business and an
evaluation of strengths and opportunities to
implementation.

The three strategic pillars of Good Together;
Team and Community, Customer Wellbeing
and Environmental Management, look to
mitigate long term risks to the Group and
seek to support the business philosophy of
‘The Whitbread Way’.

Following a comprehensive evaluation in 2012
of our Good Together strategy we established
the following stretching Whitbread-wide
targets, to be achieved by 2017. Our two
business areas (Hotels and Restaurants, and
Costa) have tailored their Good Together
programmes to align with their individual
business models in order to achieve these
targets effectively. These are described in the
following chapters.

Good Together was launched in 2009 in
response to market and stakeholder research
detailing expectations of Whitbread’s
investors, customers and team members.

Corporate Responsibility Targets

FOR TEAM &
COMMUNITY

FOR CUSTOMER
WELLBEING

FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT

making lives better

making lives better

making lives better

10,000 new UK jobs created.

1,000 school placements
(Hotels & Restaurants)

Accreditation and sustainable supply of:
•
•
•
•
•

Tea/coffee
Timber
Palm Oil
Fish
Meat

25% carbon reduction1.

25% reduction in water
consumption

6,000 qualifications
(including 1,100 apprenticeships).
(Hotels & Restaurants)

Costa hot drinks will be Rainforest
AllianceTM certified.

Zero waste to landfill

Enhanced skills training to 20,000 TM’s
(Costa)

Improve the nutritional content across
our food and drink portfolio.

10% carbon reduction across supply
chain

£5 million to be raised for charities.
(Hotels & Restaurants)
Costa Foundation to educate 50,000
children and build 50+ schools in
coffee communities.

1.Relative to Group sales against a 2009 baseline.

Sustainable new build

Corporate Responsibility Governance

Responsibility for driving the strategy forward
and delivering against our targets is part of
the remit of the PLC Board and Executive
Management Teams. Embedding corporate
responsibility into the key decision making
functions has enabled us to integrate the
Good Together principles and targets into our
strategic business plans.
At Whitbread Group level, our General Counsel
is the nominated Executive Committee
member with responsibility for overseeing the
strategy across our businesses. Both divisions
(Hotels and Restaurants, and Costa) have
established steering groups for the Good
Together programmes, which assemble every
12 weeks. These are chaired by our Managing
Director for Hotels and Restaurants, and
our Managing Director – Costa International
Franchise and Corporate Responsibility. Our
General Counsel attends the meetings of both
steering groups to ensure alignment across the
business. Day-to-day implementation of Good
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Together programmes is through the normal
implementation channels. Expert corporate
responsibility advice is provided through a
Corporate Responsibility and Environment
Team working with external specialist advisors.
The Executive Committee reviews the
performance of our Good Together Strategy,
its implementation within the businesses
and its alignment to the business strategy.
Furthermore, the Whitbread PLC Board is
responsible for ensuring implementation of the
Good Together programme and performance
throughout Whitbread.
In terms of company-wide governance, a
comprehensive account of the structure, roles,
responsibilities and independence of Board
members is detailed within the Whitbread
Annual Report and Accounts 2012/2013.

Corporate Responsibility Governance
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Balanced Scorecard

Corporate Responsibility Awards

Our Group-wide key performance indicators
are drawn from the strategic elements of our
business philosophy:

We have received external recognition of our
Good Together strategy:

Winning Teams, Customer Heartbeat,
Profitable Growth and Good Together
forming our balanced scorecard or WINcard
(Whitbread In Numbers).
Carbon and waste performance are now
included on the WINcard.

Communicating our Good
Together Strategy
We have more than 40,000 team members to
inform, involve and inspire through our Good
Together strategy. Our team members are
crucial stakeholders in ensuring we achieve
our Good Together targets and aspirations.
Consequently we have created interactive
campaigns that connect and resonate with
our people, generating awareness and
understanding of how collective action can
make lives better.

Policies and Voluntary Agreements
As a responsible company, we have developed
a Whitbread-wide governance structure. This
includes Whitbread codes and policies such as:
The Whitbread Code of Conduct, Whitbread
Corporate Responsibility Commitments: How
We Do Business; Diversity Policy, Health and
Safety Policy, Flexible Working Policy, Food
and Healthy Eating Policy, and Environmental
Policy. We acknowledge the growing issue
of human trafficking and are committed
to assisting the authorities in tackling this
serious crime and grave violation of human
rights. These policies are all available on our
corporate website.

•	Whitbread recognised for the fourth
consecutive year by Business in the
Community, with re-accreditation of the
‘Skills in the Workplace Award 2012’;
•	Achieved platinum status in Business in
the Community’s Corporate Responsibility
Index;
•	Ranked tenth in The Sunday Times Best
Place to Work for 2013;
•	Number eight in Britain’s Top Employers
survey run by the CRF institute;
•	Winner of Employer of the Year at the
Hospitality Guild Apprenticeship Awards;
•	Recognised by The Chartered Institution of
Building Service Engineers (CIBSE) for our
Environmental management;
•	Achieved the Carbon Trust Standard for
our carbon management work;
•	Achieved the Carbon Trust Standard for
our water management work;
•	Winner of Client of the Year at the CIBSE
Building Excellence Awards.

Stakeholder Engagement

We seek external views from across our
stakeholders, fostering an approach
of collective awareness of Whitbread’s
Good Together strategy and gaining an
understanding of emerging trends and
expectations. This ensures we can respond
strategically and decisively to mitigate risks
and protect shareholder value.
Below are some examples of stakeholder
engagement in 2012/2013.

Since 2009 we have included two questions
relating to Good Together within our
employee survey:

•	This company actively promotes
environmentally friendly ways of working
•	This company actively supports the
local community
The question “This Company actively promotes
environmentally friendly ways of working” saw
a positive 81.1% result in 2013.

Employees

Customers

A twice-yearly employee survey is conducted
informing the Senior Management Team of
the things which matter most to our team
members and ‘taking the pulse’ of overall job
satisfaction within the company. The results
from our most recent survey are shown below.
This year, both business divisions saw an
increase in the employee response rate and
also the level of team member engagement.

Our Hotels and Restaurants business runs
one of the largest guest satisfaction surveys
in Europe, with 860,000 responses last year.
This gives us invaluable insight into what our
customers love and what they think we could
improve upon.

Better two-way communication was identified
as a concern for team members. As a
consequence a variety of communication tools
were employed including a new two-way team
website, Costa Share, and listening forums in
more than 100 sites.

The Costa ‘Listen and Learn’ customer
insight programme offers real-time customer
feedback to each store. This provides a
snapshot to the team of what is going well
and highlights opportunities for improvement.
The impact on driving team engagement as
well as improving service quality is significant.

Shareholders

Performance:
Engagement
Score 2012

Engagement
Score 2011

Response rate
2012

Response rate
2011

Costa

83%

78%

93%

73%

Hotels and Restaurants

75%

72%

96%

87%
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Shareholders are a key stakeholder to our
Good Together strategy. We promote our
Good Together programme and progress
with both institutional and private
shareholders through the following means:
•	The Whitbread website (www.whitbread.
co.uk), where information and news is
regularly updated.
•	The Annual Report, which sets out details
of the Company’s strategy, business
models (including Good Together) and
performance over the past financial year
•	The Annual General Meeting, where all
shareholders have the opportunity to vote
on the resolutions proposed and to put
questions to the Executive Team
•	Presentations of full and half–year results
to analysts and shareholders, which are
also available on the Whitbread website
•	Specific meetings with investors at
their request
•	In addition, all shareholders are able to
contact the Company via the website,
email, telephone or post to raise issues
•	The Whitbread Environment Report,
which highlights our key sustainable
performance and programmes

Suppliers
We have detailed how we work with our
suppliers on page 20.

Summary
We act on feedback from stakeholders
regarding the value they see in our external
reports. Feedback on our 2012 environmental
report suggested that our stakeholders would
gain greater value from details about the
performance by both sides of our business.
In response to this, we have included more
detailed information on Whitbread Hotels and
Restaurants, and Costa within this report.

Team and Community

The Team and Community pillar of our
Good Together strategy incorporates
three work streams, ‘Work Experience and
Apprenticeships’, ‘Investing in Team Members’,
and ‘Investing in Communities’. In this section,
we demonstrate our strategic approach,
business activities and performance.
Whitbread has the opportunity to be a force
for good, by making lives better within its own
communities. Realising the economical and
societal benefits of the current Whitbread
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growth strategy; we will make lives better
through job creation and supporting young
people into employment, investing in our team
members, and using their scale and passion to
support charitable causes. This aligns with our
current business philosophy ‘The Whitbread
Way’, supporting the strategic focus area of
‘Winning Teams’.

Work Experience and Apprenticeships

We have set our sights on ambitious and
fast–paced profitable growth. By 2018, we
plan to increase the size of Premier Inn by 45%
to 75,000 UK rooms and double the sales of
Costa-owned and franchised stores to around
£2 billion. The lack of a skilled workforce has
the potential to jeopardise our ability to meet
these growth plans and negatively impact on
shareholder value.
Longer-term employment projections for the
UK Hospitality and Tourism Sector foresee
660,200 people need to be recruited by 2020 .
We also know that 21% of 16 – 24 year olds are
currently unemployed in the UK. Therefore, as
a UK-based FTSE 100 company, we have the
opportunity and responsibility to the UK, and
to our shareholders, to create jobs and support
young people into employment, whilst making
lives better within our communities.

Hotels and Restaurants
We have secured governmental funding this
year to support our WISE (Whitbread Investing
in Skills and Employment) programme which
aims to remove the barriers young people
experience in gaining employment. Current
focus areas include links with schools and
colleges, inspirational work experience,
supporting the unemployed into work, and
the deployment of apprenticeships.

The Big Conversation
Whitbread Hotels and Restaurants have
collaborated with the British Hospitality
Association and Springboard to run a
succession of ‘Big Conversations’ in Hospitality
starting in July 2012. These have given rise
to an industry commitment offering 10,000
jobs, work experience and apprenticeships
placements to young people.

Apprenticeships
We deployed our apprenticeships in
partnership with external bodies including
the National Employer Service, National
Apprenticeship Service and Skills Funding
Agency in 2009. These are inspected
by Ofsted.
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Since introducing the first apprenticeship
programme, level 2, to the business in 2010,
we now offer significantly higher levels of
apprenticeship at level 3 certification, which
have been incorporated into our management
development programmes. The business is
currently developing a Higher Apprenticeship
in Hospitality Management which will support
our business growth plans and our succession
planning.
From the launch of our programme, we are
strengthening our target to achieve 1,100
apprenticeships by 2017, demonstrating our
commitment to making lives better within
our communities. We are on track to achieve
this target.

Prince’s Trust – Get into Hospitality
Our ‘Get Into Hospitality’ programme, in
partnership with the Prince’s Trust, has enabled
the young participants to gain invaluable work
experience as well as having the opportunity
to obtain nationally-recognised food safety
and health & safety qualifications. From the 36
individuals participating, we were able to offer
permanent roles to 21 of them.

Work Experience and Apprenticeships
Job Centre Plus

Believe in Young People

Working in conjunction with Job Centre
Plus, we have hosted Sector Based Work
Academies. These enable unemployed
individuals to gain a nationally recognised
qualification, a work placement and a
guaranteed first interview. Of the 142
participating, 68% have acquired permanent
employment with us.

Our Partners ‘Believe in Young People’ enable
us to bridge the gap between education
and employment. Their secure online social
networking platform assists young people
to gain insight and guidance into a variety
of employment sectors. This enables us
to showcase the hospitality industry, our
businesses and the opportunities available to
them, to help them successfully move from
education into employment.

Furthermore, we provide a two-week work
placement scheme. Participants are given
hands-on experience to equip them with the
skills and experience to enter the workplace.
Whitbread has designed this scheme to give
a genuine insight into a hospitality career and
provide an employer’s reference to strengthen
each participant’s employment prospects.
In 2012/13, 64 individuals participated in the
programme.
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Work Experience and Apprenticeships
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Costa

Work Experience

In pursuit of our goal, making lives better
within our communities, we have the business
opportunity and responsibility to create jobs
and support young people into employment.
This aligns with our ambitious growth plans
and is especially important to our local
communities with the decline of other high
street stores.

Dozens of Costa stores across the country
have been working with contacts in their local
schools to offer year 10 students a vital taste
of what work feels like. In Milton Keynes, Costa
was awarded “Employer Partner of the Year
2012” for supporting 48 students through their
school-supported, two-week work experience
programme.

In the UK, new openings of Costa Retail
company–owned stores have created 904
new jobs in 2012/13, whilst our franchise and
delivery partners have added many more

Princes Trust – Get into Coffee
During 2012, the Prince’s Trust ran its fourth
“Get into Coffee” programme, with a fifth
planned for early 2013. By partnering with
Costa stores in the Bedfordshire area, young
people from challenging backgrounds were
offered a four-week training programme,
which included a two-week work placement in
a local Costa store. Work Experience

Performance:
2017 Target

KPI

Performance
during 2012/2013

2017 Target
Performance Year
to Date

Progress against
target

10,000 new UK jobs
created

New jobs created in
UK by Whitbreadoperated Hotels,
Restaurants and
Coffee Shops

3,000 net new jobs
created

7,000*

On track

*3000 jobs 2012/13, 2500 jobs 2011/12, 1500 jobs 2010/11

Investing in Team Members

We believe in Whitbread being a great place to
work; investing in our team members through
quality training and enabling them to achieve
their own goals for a full and thriving career,
with a sense of well-being. Whilst making
lives better in the communities in which we
operate, we support our business performance
and protect shareholder value by enhancing
the business’s ability to retain staff, reduce
absenteeism, and develop high performing,
empowered and engaged team members.

Our 2012/13 Activity
Hotels and Restaurants
Functional Skills
This programme gives our team members the
opportunity to gain recognised qualifications
in literacy and numeracy. As a business, we
are aware some team members may not have
gained key skills such as English or Maths
GCSE but would like the opportunity to
achieve these qualifications.

Management Development
Programmes – Shooting Stars
We have five Shooting Stars management
development programmes which are not
only an integral part of our talent planning
and succession process, but also support our
team members’ personal development journey
into their next career role. They develop the
managerial skills and behaviour required to
make them our future leaders.
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Food & Beverage Academy
In 2012, Whitbread launched three Food &
Beverage Skills Academies which offer best
in class interactive specialist training and
development for restaurant and kitchen
managers.
In a sector where many people are recruited
with few or no qualifications, Whitbread’s
Skills Academies are providing comprehensive
courses ranging from product information
about the food itself, preparation and cooking,
through to meal presentation and customer
service. These courses have been recognised
and accredited by the British Institute Of Inn
keeping.
Andy Harrison, CEO of Whitbread PLC, said
“Whitbread is driven by our customers’ needs
on every occasion. At the start of 2011, we had
2,000 trained chefs, kitchen and restaurant
managers. By the end of 2012, I am delighted
to say that we have trained a further 6,300
team members to meet our customers’ needs,
providing great quality food and drink and the
best in customer service.”

Team Member Wellbeing
Wellbeing encompasses many touch points,
and as a business, we already have a mature
series of programmes in place. Nevertheless,
we will be evaluating our current activities to
identify areas for enhancement, and further
refine our strategy, ensuring it is focused,
connected and aligned with our team
members.
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Costa
The expertise of our baristas is vital to Costa’s
success. This year we focused on up-skilling
our trainers with accreditation provided by the
International Institute of Coffee Tasters.
Furthermore, we launched a new barista
induction and skills training programme
to more than 13,000 team members and
celebrated the graduation of more than
2,500 team members from our development
programmes: Barista Maestro and Stars.

With a commitment to on-the-job learning
and career progression, our baristas and
assistant managers require expert coaching
and leadership from store managers and
our Support Centre. Consequently we have
stepped up our management training and
developed more than 800 managers through
our “Leadership Development” programme.
Our management development programme
also includes Shining Stars, which helps our
high potential team members to develop
leadership behaviours to enable their
progression to the next management level.

Performance:
2017 Target

KPI

Performance
during 2012/2013

2017 Target
Performance Year
to Date

Progress against
target

6,000 qualifications
(including 1,100
apprenticeships).
(Hotels &
Restaurants)

No. of qualifications
achieved by team
members.

415 apprenticeships.
2613 qualifications

677 apprenticeships
6615 qualifications

Ahead of Target.

Enhanced skills
training to 20,000
team members.
(Costa)

Number of Team
Members who have
received enhanced
skills training

3548 Team
members received
enhanced skills
training.
1834 Manager
enhanced skill
training sessions
delivered

7762 Team members enhanced skills
training.

On track.

Investing in Communities
The scale of our business and the
fostering of our team members’
passion for worthy causes give
Whitbread the opportunity
to make lives better through
fundraising for charitable causes.

In addition, in January we launched a new
initiative within our Beefeater restaurants
whereby each customer that purchases a
children’s meal donates 20p to GOSHCC.
Our guests also have the opportunity to
donate when booking a Premier Inn
room online.

Our 2012/13 Activity

We are excited to announce that during our
first year in partnership with GOSHCC, we
have raised over £1million.

Hotels and Restaurants
Our team members have told us they
are passionate about charitable causes.
Consequently, this is reflected in our new
charity framework. As before, our hotels and
restaurants business will support our corporate
charity partner, and in addition, they now
have an opportunity to select a local charity
partner. We will also continue to support
our employees in their own personal charity
endeavours through our payroll-giving and
match-funding schemes.
National Charity Partner
- Great Ormond Street
Hospital Childrens Charity
(GOSHCC)
Our successful partnership with WaterAid
ceased in May 2012, with £1.3million being
raised for this worthy cause.
A new long-term corporate charity partner
was selected through the short listing of
potential charities. Our team members were
then given the opportunity to vote for who
should be our next charity partner. On the 17th
May 2013 we announced GOSHCC as our new
charity partner. Subsequently and building on
the passion of our team members for such
a worthy cause we held our first National
Charity day In September 2012 and generated
£200,000
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Restaurants - Supporting Local Causes
As well as supporting GOSHCC we also enable
our team members to support their own local
charities. Brewers Fayre and Beefeater Grill
have individual schemes to support local
community champions. Table Table
also sponsors a local club or sports team.

Give & Match (payroll-giving) Scheme
Aligned with our payroll processes, Whitbread
has a payroll-giving scheme, introduced in 1997.
The sum of £273,334 was donated to various
charities in 2012/13. Since the Payroll Giving
Quality Mark was launched, we have maintained
Gold status, and in April 2012 our scheme was
awarded the new Platinum Quality Mark.

Raise & Match Scheme
Our Raise & Match Scheme enables us to
support our team members who raise funds
for their own chosen charity. As a company,
we match team member’s fundraising up to
-£750 or as a group we will match up to £1,500.
In 2012/13 our team members raised £59,558
which the company matched to the sum of
£43,112, giving a total sum of £102,670 for
various charities throughout the UK.
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Costa
Costa Foundation
The Costa Foundation was set up in 2006
to give something back to coffee-growing
communities. The Foundation implements
programmes to improve the social and
economic welfare within these communities by
providing children with access to education.
During the past year, the efforts of the Costa
Foundation fundraising campaigns has
generated donations of just over £1.5million,
bringing the total since we started in 2006
to more than £4million. Aligned to the
opportunities presented by our business
models, funds have been raised via in-store
activities, sponsored events and contributions
from sales of charity-linked items.
During 2012/13 the Costa Foundation
completed an additional eleven school
projects in four countries making a total of
31 completed school projects in six countries.
A further seven projects are currently in
process, making 38 school projects currently
committed to the end of 2012/13. During
the year 2012/13, 6,890 children were able to
access education attending schools built with
the Costa Foundation.

In addition to the building of 162 classrooms
so far, the Costa Foundation has also built nine
libraries in the current schools and instigated
22 further projects designed to enhance the
long term sustainability of the schools. These
projects include teachers’ accommodation,
water harvesting and bore holes, dormitory
student accommodation, science and
computer laboratories, as well as playgrounds
for the children.

Supporting our Local Communities
During 2012/13, hundreds of Costa stores were
utilised by local community groups during and
after trading hours, enabling us to support
our local communities. Costa stores become
the venue for groups needing a place to meet
in a warm, friendly environment with all the
facilities provided for an informal meeting.

Performance:
2017 Target

KPI

Performance
during 2012/2013

2017 Target
Performance Year
to Date

Progress against
target

£5million to be
raised for charities.
(Hotels &
Restaurants

£m donated

£1,064,757 raised
for Great Ormond
Street Children’s
Charity.

£1,064,757

On track.

Costa Foundation
to educate 50,000
children and build
50+ schools in
coffee–growing
communities.
(Costa)

No. of schools built.

11 new schools.
6890 additional
children in
education

31 new schools
17,553 total children
with access to
education in Costa
Foundation Schools

On track.

Customer Wellbeing

The Customer Wellbeing pillar of our Good
Together strategy has three workstreams,

Sustainable Sourcing
Menu Development
Customer Engagement
In this section, we demonstrate our strategic
approach, business activities and performance.
Customers are central to our strategic business
philosophy. Not only do we want to offer
an excellent customer experience but also
to adopt a business approach to make lives
better for our customers with the provision of
goods and services they can trust, and help
them make informed healthy eating choices.
This follows our current business philosophy
‘The Whitbread Way’ supporting the strategic
focus area of ‘Customer Heartbeat’.

Sustainable Sourcing
Our customers demand to know that they
can trust the products they buy, and expect
us to be sourcing responsibly. Furthermore,
they demand that workers who make our
products are treated well, we are not polluting
the environment, and human rights are upheld
throughout our supply chain.
We are determined, to instil responsible
sourcing practices at all stages of our supply
chain, thus we are working in partnership with
our suppliers to drive forward our multifaceted
sustainable sourcing strategy. Nevertheless,
we recognise that local socio-economic
and cultural constraints will create complex
challenges to its implementation.

Our 2012/13 Activity
Whitbread Sustainable Sourcing Strategy
A high level analysis of categories across our
supply chain has resulted in a company wide
sustainable sourcing strategy with defined
goals for our high risk products and raw
materials.
These include Accreditation and sustainable
supply of:

Tea/coffee Timber Palm oil Fish Meat
and
All Costa hot drinks will be Rainforest
AllianceTM certified.
We recognise this presents complex sectorwide challenges for product categories which
are yet to have accredited sustainability
standards. Nevertheless, we believe
fundamentally that through collaboration with
suppliers and other external organisations we
will achieve our goals.
In 2012 we updated our Responsible Sourcing
Policy to reflect the latest best practice. The
policy now sets out the minimum standards
that we expect all our suppliers to follow and
where they cannot meet the standards today,
we will work with them to achieve them over
time.
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Sustainable Sourcing
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As a responsible business, Whitbread endorses
good practice and transparency in animal
welfare and meat production. All our suppliers
are required to comply with animal welfare
legislation as a minimum requirement. They
are also expected to source their products
from farms that uphold the principles of
the RSPCA’s Five Freedoms to ensure the
health and welfare of animals throughout
our (Whitbread Hotels and Restaurants)
supply chain. In addition, we are taking a wide
range of actions to guarantee the quality
and specification of our products and give
our customers confidence in the integrity of
our food. We are also supporting the Food
Standards Agency in setting new standards for
the food supply chain.

Hotels and Restaurants
In January 2013, we hosted a supplier
conference themed ‘Growing with Whitbread’.
Sustainability and growing together in an
efficient way were key discussion points,
with our Business Development & Corporate
Responsibility Director setting out our Good
Together strategy. Subsequently we held
a workshop with our two largest timber
suppliers to ensure that our sustainable
sourcing strategy and processes were both
realistic and robust. In addition, we have
shared our Responsible Sourcing Policy with
more than 3,000 suppliers and it is included in
our standard procurement process.

Costa
All Costa coffee products in every worldwide
market are now 100% Rainforest AllianceTM
certified. Our everyday tea served in the UK is
also Rainforest AllianceTM certified. Our ‘Costa
at home’ range of roast, ground and Tassimo
products, launched in UK supermarkets and
department stores, are also 100% Rainforest
Alliance™ Certified. To achieve the Rainforest
AllianceTM certification, farms must ensure
the people who grow the crops, and the land
they grow it on, are carefully supported and
sustained, generating ecological, social and
economic benefits.
We know our customers want to support
British farmers and trust their quality and
welfare standards; thus, all Costa’s poultry,
pork and beef products are from British farms.
This is clearly labelled on all Costa packaging.
In addition, we have recently transferred to a
supply of strawberry and honey yoghurts from
it’s true. All
beans
a family run business in theYepheart
ofourSomerset
are 100% Rainforest
which only uses British milk.
Alliance Certified .
™

No seriously,
we have our own
herd of cows, reared
on British Farms,
making 99% of the
milk we use here.
The Costa Foundation
is dedicated to improving
the welfare of our coffeegrowing communities.

Performance:
CC011159A.indd 1
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2017 Target

KPI

Performance
during 2012/2013

2017 Target
Performance Year
to Date

Progress against
target

Accreditation
and sustainable
supply of:
• Tea/coffee
• Timber
• Palm Oil • Fish
• Meat

% of high risk
products purchased
from accredited
sustainable supply

Define our focus
areas. Creation of
a Timber Sourcing
Policy. Updated
Responsible
Sourcing Policy

Creation of a Timber
Sourcing Policy
Updated
Responsible
Sourcing Policy

Programme in place
to deliver 2017
targets

All Costa hot drinks
will be Rainforest
AllianceTM certified.

% of Costa hot
drinks purchased
are Rainforest
AllianceTM certified

100% Global supply
of Coffee
All UK everyday tea

All hot drinks
reviewed

On track.

Menu Development

As a responsible company, it is our aim to
improve nutritional content across our food
and drink portfolio, enabling customers to
make informed, healthy eating choices thereby
making our customers’ lives better.
Over the past few years, Whitbread has
worked closely with the Food Standards
Agency (FSA) and now the Department of
Health (DoH) and we remain active members
of the Government’s Food Network Forum.
In March 2011, Whitbread signed up to
the Government’s Voluntary Public Health
Responsibility deal, and a number of pledges,
including salt and fat levels reduction.
Our Healthier Eating Policy is guided by
customer insights and the Department
of Health’s guidelines on salt reduction
and removal of trans fats. In addition, our
menu development takes account of other
Government initiatives such as 5-a-day, Eight
Tips for Healthy Eating and the Eat-well plate.
We continue to work in collaboration with
expert groups such as the Coeliac Society and
the Anaphylaxis Campaign to create dishes
which cater for guests who have these specific
food allergies or intolerances. We are also
partnering with the Vegetarian Society.
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Our 2012/13 Activity
Hotels and Restaurants
Drawing from our strategic priority of
customers being at the heart of our business,
we know they want honest and clear
information to make informed choices about
what they eat in our restaurants. Therefore,
we aim to ensure our menus provide a good
choice of healthier options as well as making
our most popular dishes as healthy as they
can be.

Our achievements so far include:
•	On our websites, we provide full nutritional
information for every dish we serve in our
restaurants.
•	We are on our way to meeting the
Department of Health’s 2012 salt targets
which will collectively deliver a further
15% reduction on 2010 targets.
•	We offer more choice of fruit and
vegetables on our children’s menus in
line with the Food Standards Agency’s
5-a-day guidelines.
•	All our menu items are free from artificial
trans fats, MSG, GM products and
ingredients, irradiated ingredients and
mechanically-recovered meat.
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Costa
Costa has listened to its customers to understand what they value most when it comes to
watching their calorie intake.
Their feedback led to the strategic priority of labelling high calorific products like cakes
compared with other products such as drinks.
As a result, we instigated work on reducing the highest level calories of sweet, savoury and
drinks products. This resulted in a new range of calorie-reduced products, taste-tested by our
customers. All our food products have nutritional information available in store, on packs and
online via our customer calorie counter at www.costanutrition.co.uk. Information regarding our
beverages is detailed online.

Performance:
2017 Target

KPI

Performance
during 2012/2013

2017 Target
Performance Year
to Date

Progress against
target

Improve the
nutritional content
across our food and
drink portfolio

Reduction of
calorie content
throughout food
and drink portfolio

Restaurant websites
now provide
full nutritional
information for
every dish we serve
in our restaurants
branded sites.

Calorific
information on
restaurant website
Meals are free from
artificial trans fats,
MSG, GM products
and ingredients,
irradiated
ingredients and
mechanicallyrecovered meat

Programme In Place

Environment

Our Environmental Management pillar of our
Good Together strategy incorporates three main
work streams:

Carbon Management
Water Management
Waste Management
In this chapter, we demonstrate our strategic
approach, governance, business activities
and performance.
As Whitbread drives forward its strategic growth
plans, reducing our impact on the environment
through our carbon, water and waste
management programmes is imperative to meet
stakeholder expectations, minimise the impact of
costly legislation and protect shareholder value.
Our environmental management programme also
supports our current business philosophy ‘The
Whitbread Way’, supporting the strategic focus
area of ‘Profitable Growth’.

Management of Environment
As the UK’s leading hospitality company,
we recognise the need to embed sustainability
principles into enterprise-wide corporate
practices. Our environmental standards
are set out within our Environmental Policy and
through consistent environmental management;
the company received no environment-related
prosecutions during 2012/13.
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Engagement
Our team members are critical in achieving
our strategic environmental targets. To foster
a culture of environmental awareness, a series
of behavioural change tools were launched,
including online environmental training, quarterly
environmental newsletters, weekly energy
reports and a new Environment Site Pack. Within
Costa, a Good Together training guide was
launched and each site supplied with an energy
management report, as an educational tool.
Taking our environmental behavioural change
programme to our customers, last year we
launched the “Green, Greener” campaign in our
Premier Inn hotels. This campaign focused on
posters and point of sale literature to encourage
our guests to enjoy a “greener” stay by reducing
their utilisation of energy and water. A number of
sites now include a “Green Screen” in reception
which displays real time information about the
hotel’s energy and water use, as an awarenessraising tool.

Environment
Logistics
We work in strategic collaboration with our
logistics associates to scrutinise ways to
minimise the CO2 emissions associated with their
fleet and the carriage of our goods.
There are two key strands to this programme of
work: investing in the vehicles, and investing in
the drivers.
This year, we invested in five dual-fuel vehicles
using LNG, biomethane and diesel. We expect to
save 16-20% of CO2 emissions per vehicle against
a 100% diesel-run engine. We have also focused
on reducing aerodynamic drag to increase fuel
efficiency and minimising the amount of idling
time and its associated emissions.
The Whitbread Way is detailed in Page 8 of the Whitbread Annual Report
and Accounts 2012/13.

FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT
making lives better
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Drivers
• We are working with K&N’s Road Risk
Manager to raise and develop driver’s safety
awareness and for accident prevention, this
includes a driver forum, a new driver’s video,
and a safety poster campaign
• We’ve introduced driver profiling - to assist
in identifying training needs and also identify
potential candidates
• We have done extensive work improving
the relationship with the vehicle fridge
manufacturer including training for the
network and in particular focusing on reduced
call outs and increasing operator knowledge.
• We have a representative now on the K&N
driving training and fuel saving initiative
working party, reviewing initiatives to reduce
fuel consumption and to pool resources
better, including driver training to
standardised methods
• Finally, Telematics have made a massive
difference to driving style and had a positive
impact on MPG by which every driver is
de-briefed at the end of their shift with
excessive braking, acceleration, use of cruise
control, idling time and revs all highlighted
and talked through.

Carbon Management

how to...
Reduce en
ergy
and wa
ter
consumpt
ion

START

1. Keep in the cold
!
All cold curtains to
be in place & in good
condition on external
fridges and freezers.
2. Fire up & down
rotas
used in the kitchen.
Switch it off Good
Together stickers &
posters in place.
3. TV and monitor
screens only
turned on when
in use. Unplug
chargers when
not in use, say
Goodbye to
Standby.

7. Air conditioning
filter
fridge coils cleaned units &
regularly.
Blockages force the
unit to
work harder using
more energy.

goodbye

4. Radiators dials &
air
conditioning units
checked daily for
temperature, redu
cing
the thermostat
by one degree
saves energy.
5. Ensure lighting in
fridges, storeroom
s,
cellars etc switched
off when not in use.
Replace lights with
low-energy lamps.

6. Car park & exterior
lighting timers chec
ked
monthly and altered
in
line with the light leve
– dusk to dawn setti ls
ngs.

8. AWP & vending
machines, music
systems, TVs etc
only turned on
during operating
hours and use of
energy-efficient
timers.

9. Doors not left open
in hot
or cold weather as
increase
cooling & heating
loads
using more energy.
Avoid
using outdoor patio
heaters.

10. Check draught
proofing condition
of doors & windows
& lagging on pipes
in plant rooms to
prevent excessive
heat & energy loss.

WHY

Redu
ce
We h s carbon
,e
av
respo e an envir lectricity
&
n
o
in th sibility to nmental & gas costs.
e
o
socia
reduc most ene perate ou
l
rgy-e
r busi
e our
ffic
ness
energ
c
y use arbon foo ient way
to
.
tprin
t&
WHO?
Mana
gers
and te
am m
WHEN
embe
?
rs.
Week
ly wa
lk-aro
u
nd ch
WHER
e
c
k
E
s.
?
Back
o
toilets f house kit
,
fridg front of h chen, sta
ff
es &
o
u
roo
se
freez
ers, li - office, ra ms,
ghtin
g & e diators,
quipm
ent.

11. Trading Slow then
Keep
it low! Ensure kitch
en
equipment is switc
hed off
or turned down low
during
quiet volume tradi
ng times.
12. Check the wate
r flow
toilet water managemon
system urinals. Only ent
use full loads in glass
& dishwashers.
13. Kitchen taps not
left to run when
not in use. Fix
dripping taps &
any signs of leaks.
Avoid using hoses
for floor washing.
14. Ensure all team
members are
aware of Good Toge
ther energy
& environment best
practice &
WHR communicati
ons.

finish

Use ful Con tact s;

l energy&environ
ment.team@
whitbread.com
l Mak services via
pronet for
electricial, A/C & lighti
ng
l Norton via Prone
t for gas,
boilers & plumbing servic
es

The hospitality industry accounts for around 5% of
carbon emissions in the UK. As a responsible and
sustainable company, we have a duty to limit the
amount of carbon we emit. With a target to reduce
our carbon footprint by 25% by 2017, innovative
ways to reduce our carbon consumption are our
strategic focus.

2012/13 Activity
2012/13 was a challenging year for the hospitality
industry, with very diverse weather conditions
impacting on our business performance.
Furthermore, energy consumption across our
property portfolio is heavily linked to weather and
temperature fluctuations; with cold spells leading to
higher energy demands for heating, and heat waves
requiring energy-intensive cooling equipment.

Hotels and Restaurants
In 2012, we invested around £4million in a number
of priority energy-saving initiatives with a projected
CO2 reduction of 10,000 tonnes a year. These
projects included intelligent kitchen extract systems,
voltage optimisation techniques, and combined
heat and power units.
Furthermore, where possible, we focus on
ensuring we purchase decarbonised energy. Thus
we continue to purchase renewable energy for 15%
of half hourly and 20% of non-half hourly metered
sites. From 2013 onwards we have expanded this
to 30% and 40%, respectably. Fifteen hotels have
solar photovoltaic panels installed and we are
reviewing the business opportunities of trialling
a fuel cell boiler.
With respect to new builds, we are committed
to the highest sustainable standards. This year,
our Barry, South Wales hotel and restaurant was
awarded BREEAM Excellent rating, making it one
of the greenest and most energy-efficient sites in
South Wales.
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Carbon Management
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Costa
Monitoring the energy usage within our Costa
stores is essential if we are to reduce our
carbon emissions. Of our 1,437 sites, only 40%
are directly billed, and 60% of stores are either
supplied through landlords or managed by our
franchise partners. We now have more than
600 automatic meter readers (AMR) across our
estate. In addition, we aim to install AMRs in all
new non-franchise stores going forward and are
working with landlords to identify better ways to
report energy usage.

The measures implemented to date have
resulted in a 32% reduction in energy used
to produce a tonne of coffee when compared
to 2009, which contributes to our group-wide
carbon reduction target.
We are working to reduce the carbon footprint
of our supply chain and to date have identified
a data collation tool and launched a project to
determine a baseline carbon footprint within
our entire supply chain.

Key initiatives to minimise the energy
consumption of our property portfolio include
LED lights in all store refurbishments, low energy
coffee machines, dishwashers and grills, and the
replacement of our water heaters with domestic
air-source heat pumps.
In 2012, we opened a number of stores which
were accredited by BREEAM. The first of these
sites, Farnbough’s Blackwater Retail Park,
achieved BREEAM Very Good, and a second
store, in Exeter University’s Forum building,
achieved BREEAM Excellent.
A key strategic part of the Costa operation is
Costa Coffee’s Roastery. Being a roastery, it
utilises a significant amount of energy, thus we
have implemented a series of energy efficiency
measures. 				
These include energy efficient roaster burners,
low energy lighting, low energy heating and
cooling, energy efficient air compressors, and
SMART metering. We also power the Roastery
from 100% certified renewable sources and are
certified to ISO15001.

Performance:
2017 Target

KPI

Performance
during 2012/2013

2017 Target
Performance Year
to Date

Progress against
target

25% carbon
reduction from
direct operations
(relative to sales
against 2009
baseline).

Tonnes of carbon
per £1million
turnover.

107.20 tonnes
of carbon per £1
million turnover.
3.71% reduction.

22.34%

On track.

Data relates to Scope 1 and 2 emissions (gas, LPG and electricity). Greenhouse
Gas Protocol standard factors were used. Natural gas – 0.18521, LPG – 1.5326 and
electricity 0.48234.

Water Management

Through close monitoring and measurement of
our water footprint across the estate, Whitbread
has developed a strategy to deliver a 15% water
consumption reduction against a 2009 baseline by
2017. We have now revised our water target in light
of our water efficiency performance in 2012 to a
25% reduction target.

Our 2012/13 Activity
Hotels and Restaurants
To achieve our strategic water management
goals within our hotels and restaurants, we have
implemented a series of initiatives. These include
rainwater harvesting in all our new builds, watersaving urinals, grey water systems for flushing
toilets, and water-saving cistern devices.
In addition to installing water reduction systems, we
regularly conduct leak detection surveys across our
estate which has saved more than £300k in water
consumption in the last year.

Costa
Whilst water usage is minimal in our stores, it’s still
important to consider how we can reduce our usage
across the estate. To date we have implemented
water-saving urinals, sensor and aerated taps, and
water-saving dishwashers.

Performance:
2017 Target

KPI

25% water
consumption
reduction from
direct operations
(relative to sales
against a 2009
baseline)

% water reduction
from direct
operation against
2009 baseline
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Performance
during 2012/2013

12.06 %

2017 Target
Performance Year
to Date

Progress against
target

22.24%

On track

Waste Management

Reducing, reusing and recycling waste, and
effecting more efficient disposal of our waste
streams are key to our Good Together strategy
and minimise our impact on the environment. We
have strategic waste management programmes
across Whitbread and have set a goal of
achieving zero waste to landfill by 2017.
We directly manage approximately 85% of the
waste from our hotels and restaurants and 46%
of the waste from our Costa UK stores. On
many of our Costa sites, the choice of our waste
management contractor is the responsibility of
the local authority or the landlord who owns
the shopping centre. This presents complex
challenges to the achievement of a zero waste to
landfill goal. The waste from the sites where we
can control the choice of contractor is collected
by Veolia Environmental Services.

Our 2012/13 Activity
Hotels and Restaurants
All directly-managed hotel and restaurant sites
now receive waste collection services for three
recyclable waste types and one for general
landfill. This multifaceted waste management
solution has resulted in the reduction of waste
being sent to landfill. To segregate different
materials correctly, we have implemented a
colour-coded internal and external container
system, signage in different languages, and
staff training.
The carbon impact of the waste collected from
the Whitbread Hotel and Restaurant estate
is measured at six-monthly intervals using
a Greenhouse Gas Tracker. The increase in
materials recovery and diversion of general
waste from landfill has also improved our
scope 3 carbon efficiency by 6% in 2012.
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Waste Management
Costa
Waste management within Costa stores is
complex due to the variety of store ownership
models in place. In 2012 we introduced a
two-stream waste solution. All participating
stores segregate their organic waste, which is
collected by our logistics provider and returned
to our distribution centres. The organic waste
is subsequently processed into biomass fuel,
a renewable and sustainable source of energy
used to create electricity or other forms of
power. Residual non-organic store waste is also
collected as a mixed recyclate, thereby
the majority of waste is recycled.
During 2013, franchise partners will also have
the opportunity to take up this waste service
to help us achieve our zero waste to landfill
target by 2017.

In 2011, Costa, in conjunction with our supplier
(Huhtamaki) and an external collection company
(Save a Cup), trialled the collection and recycling
of paper cups and lids. This involved installing
separate bins for cups and lids in store for the
purposes of recycling. The trial showed return
rates of up to 15% indicating there was some
customer demand for cup recycling facilities.
As part of the two-stream recycling solution
introduced in 2012, our waste contractors are
able to recover the paper cups within our mixed
waste through their material recovery facility.
This means that any takeaway cups placed in
bins at our serviced stores (45% of our equity
estate) will be recycled.

Within our Costa Roastery in Lambeth,
London, we also have a total waste
management system in place, providing
0% waste to landfill.

The Costa Cup
Working with The Paper Cup Recycling Group,
OPRL, and WRAP, we have determined our
Costa takeaway cups can be recycled today
through existing paper mills. However for
most mills this is not cost-effective.
To achieve our zero waste to landfill goal,
we collaborated with our cup manufacturer
to innovate a cup that uses fewer resources
and is more commercially attractive to waste
recyclers. Costa is already developing a next
generation cup.

Performance:
2017 Target

KPI

Zero waste to
landfill by 2017
for all operational
waste.

% of operational
waste not to landfill.

Performance
during 2012/2013

93.06%

2017 Target
Performance Year
to Date

Progress against
target

93.06% (hotels and
restaurants)

Target Delivered.

59.36% (Costa)

On Track

The scope of this waste data covers all direct operational waste from Whitbread controlled operations.
To date, it does not cover waste generated through construction or retrofitting.
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Independent Assurance Statement
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Independent Assurance of Whitbread’s corporate
responsibility reporting 2012: ISAE 3000 statement.
The below is a draft statement, the full statement
can be found within our Corporate Website where
this report sits.

The Nature Of The Assurance
This statement is prepared by Corporate
Citizenship for the Executive Committee
of Whitbread. The subject matter covered
by this report is information contained
in Whitbread’s corporate responsibility
reporting for 2013 as detailed in the corporate
responsibility pages of its website (http://
www.whitbread.co.uk/whitbread/responsibility.
html) and in its Environment Report 2013; also
available through the corporate responsibility
web pages.
The data reported refers to the twelve months
to 28th February 2013. Whitbread is entirely
and solely responsible for the production
and publication of the information assured,
Corporate Citizenship for its assurance.
The opinions expressed in this statement
are intended to extend understanding of
Whitbread’s non-financial performance and
should not be used or relied upon to form
any judgments, or take any decisions, of a
financial nature.

The Assurance Standard
Our assurance follows the guidance laid out
in the International Standard on Assurance
Engagements 3000. The criteria used are the
GRI Principles for Ensuring Report Quality.

The Assurance Scope
Our work has involved reviewing selected
claims and data included in the report against
the GRI principles, this includes, but is not
limited to, the following information:
• Total greenhouse gas emissions
• Total energy use
• Total water use
• Waste diverted from landfill
•	Community contributions (including
employee and customer fundraising,
corporate donations and the Costa
Foundation)
• Number of apprenticeships
•	Customer engagement survey results
relating to corporate responsibility
•	Employee ‘Your say’ survey results
relating to corporate responsibility

Independent Assurance Statement
The Work Programme
The assurance work was commissioned in
February 2013 and was completed in May
2013. Detailed records were kept of meetings,
assurance visits and correspondence relating
to the assurance. A team of four, led by an
Associate Director, undertook the assurance
and commentary process. A Director acted
as adviser to the group. The team has a variety
of professional and technical competencies
and experience. For further information
please refer to our website
www.corporate-citizenship.com.
Our work has involved, but not been limited
to, the following elements:
•	Detailed interviews with a cross section
of employees responsible for delivery
of Whitbread’s corporate responsibility
programme (Good Together) about the
company’s performance progress, measures
and systems. This was principally with staff
based in the corporate headquarters who
are responsible for delivery of CR activities
across the business;
•	A detailed evaluation of Whitbread’s 2013
reporting against the Global Reporting
Initiative’s Principles for Determining
Report Quality;
•	Examination of the reporting at set stages
in its development and testing of selected
assertions made regarding the data and
the systems that produced the data;
•	Checks on a sample basis of elements of the
reporting’s contents to underlying records;

and sustainability reports. This is the fourth
year that Corporate Citizenship has provided
independent assurance services in relation to
Whitbread’s corporate responsibility reporting.
We have provided no other services to
Whitbread during the period under review.

Our conclusion
On the basis of the work performed we
conclude that nothing has come to our
attention to cause us to believe that the
information covered by this assurance is
not presented fairly, in accordance with the
reporting criteria. In addition to this statement
and without qualifying our conclusion, we
have provided Whitbread with a confidential
management report, which provides
recommendations for the development of
Whitbread’s reporting and management of
corporate responsibility in future.

Corporate Citizenship
London
30th May 2013

Corporate Citizenship
5th Floor, Holborn Gate
330 High Holborn
London, WC1V 7QG
E: jon.lloyd@corporate-citizenship.com
T: 020 7861 1616
W: www.corporate-citizenship.com

•	Reviews of the systems used to record
and analyse performance information.

Corporate Citizenship is a specialist
management consultancy, advising
corporations that seek to improve their
economic, social and environmental
performance around the world and is a
leading assuror of corporate responsibility
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